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Why?

How?

What?

https://www.ted.com/talks/simon_sinek_how_great_leaders_inspire_action


Viewing the role of the KCs

Competencies Content

Content Competencies

What is 

driving us in 

our practice?



Guiding Thoughts

We must go beyond assuming 

competencies will ‘fall out’ of student’s 

engagement with disciplinary knowledge 

to treating such disciplinary knowledge as 

a “...context within which students’ learning 

capacity can be developed.”

“Unfortunately, in my view, 

they have not delivered on 

that promise, mainly 

because of the lack of 

attention to their 

relationships to the learning 

areas, and the pedagogies 

through which they can be 

realised.”



Guiding Thoughts
    Contd. “The available evidence strongly suggests 

that <self regulation> approaches to 

teaching and learning have the potential 

to radically improve the outcomes and 

life chances of children,

with some evidence suggesting that this 

is especially the case for disadvantaged 

children. (Perry, 2018, p. 14)

“...self-regulated learning has been 

highly praised as the key competency 

to initiate and maintain lifelong 

learning” (Dignath, 2008, p. 102)
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Nothing 
New?

We know all 
about 21st 
Century skills 
and their 
importance in 
the knowledge 
economy..



A shift in thinking  “throwing out the 
old and replacing it with the new”

Competencies Content

Content Competencies

● What we assess
● Discussions in class
● Exemplars we look at
● How we praise and reprimand
● What we explicitly teach
● What we plan to explicitly teach
● What we discuss with colleagues
● What we discuss with whanau
● What we offer awards for

The shift needs to take place everywhere such as with:



On Reflection: A Typical Lesson



So how then?

Starting small by

● Backward mapping what we 

envision the ultimate Social 

Scientists to be like

● Identifying areas of weakness 

that need addressing



What do we have to assist us?
‘Assessing Key Competencies’ Reminds us that
● “There is no one right way to assess KCs”
● “We cannot relinquish responsibility for gathering assessment feedback 

to inform next learning steps or to report for accountability purposes” 
● There needs to be clarity around the evidence required
● More than one person should be involved in making judgements and 

it should be a collaborative process
● Students have for too long been on the receiving end of assessment
● “Competency resides in individuals separate from the contexts in which 

they demonstrate it”
● “We don’t yet have much experience of assessing meta-level learning 

within and across subjects and/or learning areas”



Start with a good plan
1. Created a planning template that forced our thinking to 

KCs right from stage 1, to avoid falling back to default 
planning methods that us humans are famous for

2. Thought about how we might have a system that was 
simple, consistent, tangible, easily deployable…

3. Considered how we can then go about actually teaching 
this stuff in a way that again offers consistency etc and 
encourages us to tease out the theory/practice gap

4. Consider what this will look like regarding student output
5. Nut out how the assessment process might look like….

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1QNz1FVye4samNnA_Z7KVFEGTSQL_tuM5ZrswPIkwjtw
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1V2xyCZ4wmCe7x0ryQksvEoGV0tkdPQkeVPb8xpN1tjc/edit#slide=id.g5af4d61d78_0_643
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1dszYZ5Z4sHTp4rH2H3GVYisyQV4--hS5Zqfq3WIfLlw
https://sites.google.com/aorere.ac.nz/as91001-assessment-manishap/91001-investigation/fq1


1) A planning template build for purpose
Refer to Doc

Content ---> 
strand and 
competency 
strand ---> 
are planned 
for separately 
but entwine 
together in 
the module

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1QNz1FVye4samNnA_Z7KVFEGTSQL_tuM5ZrswPIkwjtw/edit?usp=sharing


2) Cognitive Apprenticeship as a model
Refer to Slides

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1dszYZ5Z4sHTp4rH2H3GVYisyQV4--hS5Zqfq3WIfLlw/edit?usp=sharing


Studies on the formative 
use of rubrics suggest 
that describing 
assessment criteria and 
various quality levels of 
work help students to 
plan and monitor their 
learning while learning is 
happening (Andrade & 
Du, 2005; Panadero & 
Jonsson, 2013)

3) Creating a simple Rubric for success
Refer to Slides

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1V2xyCZ4wmCe7x0ryQksvEoGV0tkdPQkeVPb8xpN1tjc/edit#slide=id.g5af4d61d78_0_568


4) A digital portfolio 
managed by the 
student

Requires students to
● Design, build, and maintain 

something personal to them
● Select work for ‘publishing’
● Show pieces together that reflect 

different foci (e.g. an essay or video 
on an idea complemented by a 
reflection piece about the process 
that went into creating it)

● Build it as their time and experience 
builds (across Social Sciences 
modules & years)

● Share it like a mini-CV to future 
teachers 

● Use it to catalyse academic 
mentoring style discussions (e.g. with 
whanau or form teacher)



5) What will this look like?
It will involve
● Regular student - 

teacher conferencing 
(student led

● Diagnostic tools
● Self assessment
● Peer assessment
● Teacher assessment
● Weaving of content 

output with KC 
evaluation (e.g. with 
meta-commentary)

● Time each 
lesson/week planned 
and prioritised

● Trial and hard worktinyurl.com/managingself

https://csrde.ou.edu/wp-content/uploads/Learning-Strategies-Inventory.pdf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1iZovDZl8gKS32XuR4FGsPe8LoSlznyXUlrm6IsV2Szk


From Baas et al., 2015 “Attempts to enhance strategy use are 

only achieved when assessment 

invokes the same strategies as those 

addressed by the instructional 

activities set out in the classroom. 

However, knowledge about the role of 

assessment in enhancing cognitive and 

metacognitive strategies is limited.” p. 

34

“The results underline the 

importance of assessment 

practices in ceding 

responsibility to students in 

taking control of their own 

learning.” p. 33



From Baas et al., 2015
Contd. “...the potential of AfL may not be 

optimally exploited in practice. Indeed, 

up until now, little attention has been 

paid to the skills teachers need to 

acquire to effectively implement AfL 

in their classrooms.” (Smith, 2011, cited 

in Bass et al., 2015, p. 44)

“While the term AfL is 

popular, there is no 

unambiguous definition of 

the term or a set of guidelines 

of how it should be translated 

to practice.” p. 35



Parting 
Thought



Thanks


